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c.t
Factors Governing Different Types of Precipitation.
The question of Just what causes precipitation In general, and what
causes a particular type of precipitation has Interested man for many ages
and will probably always Interest him since man*s prosperity, contentment
and In most eases his very existence depends on the fall of precipitation
of favcapable type and quantity.
In considering precipitation the following classifications are suggested:-
A* Classification according to the form and appearance of the ind ivldual
particles, le, morpholdglcally, as rain, snow, sleet, hall, etc.
B. Classification as to air mess conditions, or combined frontal and air mass
conditions, which cause the lifting and cooling which finally result in precipita-
tion, such as:-
!• Air mass conditions.
a. Potentially instable, becoming instable.
1. Shower type precipitation caused by convection due to surface
heating alone sufficient to initiate free convection to the
ice crystal level.
2. Precipitation frcan thunderstorms caused by convection due
to surface heating alone sufficient to initiate free convec-
tion.
3. Shower type precipitation caused by orogrsphical lifting
sufficient to initiate free convection*
4. Precipitation frc® thunderstorms caused by orogrsphical
lifting sufficient to initiate free convection.
b* Stable air neiss, remaining stable.
!• Precipitaticai caused by sufficient orographical lifting
either to reach ice crystal level or to cause sufficient
ocmdensation to produce precipitaticm.
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11. Frontal Conditions.
a* iNlarm front or cold froi^ precipitation Involving stable air.
1. Warm frcait type - steady precipitation.
2. Cold n » » «
3. Warm " « - occlusion - steady precipitation.
4. Cold front type occluslcai - « «
5. Pre-frontal orographlcal precipitation.
b. WariB front or cold frc»«t precipitation Involving unstable air.
1. Warm front type Intermittent precipitation.
£. Warm ft»ont type thunderstorm precipitation.
3. CoM " " showery »»
4. Cold " " thunderstorm *
6. Warm " *• occlusion showery type precipitation or
thunderstorm precipitation.
6. Cold front type occlusion showery type or thunderstorm
type precipitation.
A further classification of precipitation from the standpoint of Intensity
may be made, the various degrees being mist, drizzle, light, moderate, or heavy,
etc. Thfe factors which determine the Intensity and duration of precipitation
will be discussed later.
A survey of the problem of factors governing different types of precipita-
tion soon reveals that investigation of the formatiwi c^ different morpholc^lcal
types of precipitation is handicapped by:
1* Scarcity of sounding data for iia&»diately before, during, and after the
formation of a morx^^ological type, and at the px^ecise level where the
precipitation is forming.
8* Lack of observations taken in the very turbulent regions of thunder-
stox^as due to the danger to airplanes of the severe turbulence.
Vertical velocities over 100 meters per second mist have been required
to support some hailstones which have fallen.
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3* The degree of accuracy of Instruments usually carried aloft Is not up
to laboratory standards. This is especially true of the hair hygro-
meter which; as is well known, gives erroneous readings at low tempera-
tures.
4* At present only a ccsifuslng maze of theories, many based on laboratory
and other experiments, however, exist for the explanation of the forma-
tian. of raindrops frcan the ccaidensatlon on fine nuclei in the air and
for the explanaticm of the fonaation of snowflakes and large rain drops.
Following is a brief sumsffiiry of some of the theories concerning the formati<Mi
of raindrops*
Bennett (1) concludes that:-
1st. Th^ nature of the nuclei of condensation.
Considerable doubt still exists concerning the nature of the nuclei of
condenaati<»i in the air. Microscopic e3»mlnatlc»i of nuclei found In
fog particles reveals singly refracting crystals, presumably of sulphates,
dilcMfldes, nitrates and chloride salts. Bxperl^nts by Wlgsnd and Boylan
seem to show that ordir»ry dust {Articles do not act as nuclei, even In
a supersaturated atmosphere. Pre8UB»bly It is cmly the water soluble
^Its which act as imclel, either dry or In the form of solutions o^
hydrates.
end* The source of nuclei - two possibilities - the sea and e^Kdce.
3rd. The properties of the nuclei.
If the water vapor pressure which they exert In the zcsie of atmosphere
Immediately siirrcmrKilng them Is less than In the atmosphere in general
»
water will tend to condense on the nuclei; If It is greater, water will
tend to evaporate from the nuclei. If water is present. Its vapor
pressure will differ from the vapor pressure over a plane surface of
pure water due to three effects, namely (1) the convex curvature of a
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drop (hence the size of a drop effects the vapor pressure!, a drop of
pure water of radius 10* cm and temperature 10° C would have a vapor
pressure of 1.2 per cent above saturation over a plane surface, and a
drop of 10 ^ cm, 12.7 per cent above. (2) The presence of the salt
in solutloia would lower the vapor p2>essure. (3) An electric charge
on the nucleus will decrease its vapor pressure. Itnis if a nucleus
in equilibrium with an atmost^re of given relative humidity were to
irusrease in size, two opposing forces would coiae into play and it seems
impossible, in a particular case, to say whether or not the resultant
tendency would be for the vapor pressure to rise and hence for the drop
to revert to its original size*
(1) M. G. Bennett: Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorolc«ical
Society. Vol. IX No. 253 Jan. 1934.
4th. The prodxietion of raindrops.
By Stoke 's Law the Velocity (cm per second) of falling droplets varies
With their radius (cm) as follows:- V = 1*21 x 10 r^ »here r - the radius
cf the drop in cm. Hence small fog droplets fall so slowly that they
may sees almost permanently suspended, and even in ease of larger cloud
droplets a current of air rising with a fairly small velocity can main-
tain tbsR at a constant height or even carry them aloft. Consider then
how the larger drops, i*ii<di fall out as precipitation, are formed.
As Slmpscn (£) pointed out:-
(1) The nuclei may grow continuously by condensation only to a certain
definite size depending largely on the type of nuclei.
(2) Only drops of the same salt solution may unite.
Bvidenee for abandoning the belief that drops may grow con-
tinucusly in increasing relative humidities up to the maximum possible
size of raindrops has not yet been produced.
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Ilie agencies which seem to affect the coagulation of fog or stratus
particles Into rain seea to be:-
(1) Turbulence - which tends to force drops together mechanlcnlly.
(2) The viscosity of the air - which permits larger droplets to fall
faster than small ones and to overtake and collldie with them.
(8) The electric force of repulslcsi when the drops carry like c^rges tends
to prevent coagulation of drops*
(2) G. C. Simpson, a:»lt. Ass. Adv. Scl., Leicester Meeting, 1933.
A theory of Hum{Airey*s (3) which Is well known regards the forroation
of raindrops as due to "selective filtration'- of the nuclei by the sinking
of nuclei relative to Gie air after water condenses on them so that as the
air Is lifted higher fewer and fewer nuclei remain, and consequently the
remaining moisture condenses In larger and larger drops on the remaining
nuclei
.
(3) W. T. Humphreys - Physics of ths Air (1929) pages 264 and 265.
Bergeron (4) favors the Ice crystal theory. Briefly, this theory
states the i^ehanlsm for the formation of precipitation in cumulo - nlmbua
clouds Is that Ice crystals from the top of the cloud drop do'jm into the
water part of the cloud, 'il'te small water droplets gather over the lc«
crystals and form raindrops, however. If the water in the cloud Is under-
cooled, then the Ice crystals gather under-cooled droplets which immediately
freeze into snow or ice. The latter case will be discussed in more detail
In connection with tl^ formation of snow or hail.
The ice crystal theory is plainly not applicable to drizzle and other
li^t precipitation from stratus and strato-cunralus lying well below the ice
crystal level and when prolonged over a period of about a day the quantity
of rainfall from these sources can become fairly large.
k theory of the formation of raindrops end snowflakes which has never
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been ccMnpletely disproved Is that at Pick (5). It Is that ascent of air
(accomplished by any laeans) Is accompanied by expansion and cooling* .Then
the dew point is reached, ccmdenaatlon occurs on the nuclei present. The
droplets fonaed at first are very small, probably of the order of 0.002 mm»
and thus they are carried upward with the rising air. Further aac^t means
further cooling and more ccndensaticMi of water on the drops, l^en the
diuwter reaches 0.2 mm, the drops are falling relative to the afr at the
rate of about 1 meter per second which is more rapid than air currents
normally rise and thus precipitation occurs from the cloud.
I8»n ccKidensRtion occurs only after the freezing point is reached, the
water vapor condenses, first, into liquid drops of aib-eooled water which
crystallze afterward. C^ce the first crystals are forined, further condensa-
tion takes place, but novif the veaDor condenses directly into the solid form
without going throu^ the interiDedlate liquid stage. This water vapor
crystal Izes into hexagonal form and snow flakes are formed of one or more
crystals. Simpson's conclusion (6) that sub-cooled water exists at much
lower tempersture than is generally thou^t possible was arrived at from a
studj' of fogs and iridescent clouds seen in the Antarctic. He describes an
occasion on which he was enveloped in a fog during sunshine. The surface
temperature was - 21^. A white bow appeared, similar to a rein bow. His
conclusion is that Gie effects observed in the fop could only be produced by
the refraction of li^t by small s0ieres and that therefore super-cooled
water droplets must have been present.
(5) W. H. Pick - A Short Course in Elementary Meteorology 1920)
(6) G. H- Simpson - Quarterly Journal of the Tloyal Keteorolepical Society.
Vol. 38 Page 291 (1912).
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He then states that a similar (^eralcal condition is frequently found in
whid) "when a new jrfiese which Is finally solid, makes its appearance suddenly,
vhetVier from vapor or solution, it appears first as a liquid and it may run
through many intermediate (labile) forms before reaching its final solid form.
Sulphar, fcr instance, foi*sas globules, which crystallize leter."
Before proceeding further it is advlsabte to consider the stability of the
atBOsphflOre and the factors affecting It.
The degrees of stability in the atinosphere and the manner in which it is
altered is very important to the formation aC precipitation since the degree of
stability of the atmosphere contributes materially to the production cf turbulence
sad vertical convections.
The effects of lifting or sinking, convergence or divergence of air mass
layers are:-
gor fl Btabfc layer;
Whether the layer be saturrtted or unsaturated, lifting decreases stability,
but can never cause the layer to become unstable; sinking increases stability.
Divergent flow increases the stability of a stabls layer, increases the
instability of an unstable layer, dry or saturated.
Converg'snt flow decreases stability of a stable layer and decreases the
Instability erf* an unstable layer, dry or saturated.
Fnr unatflhla nir?
Lifting decreases the inatebility before saturation but increases it after
saturaticxi*
Sinking increases the instability befoi»e saturation but decreases it for a
saturated layer.
For potentially unstable air;
Ihe effects of lifting and sinking are naturally the same as fcr stable air
before saturaticai and the same as those for unstable air after saturation-
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Mori^iologlcal Types cf Precipitation.
Mist consists of gentle preclpltatlcm of moisture particles barely
larger than Toq particles. Its Interaslty erf* fall In millimeters per
hour Is of the order of 0.05.
Mist may fall from low level stratus or strato-cuiaulus clouds In case
of gentle lifting and turbulence, or It may be the result of partial
evaporation In the lower levels of the atmosphere of snow or light rain
falling from higher clouds especially alto-stratus. The sounding for
Murfreesboro, Tenn. for 9 February, 1937, (page30) Illustrates mist due
due to the latter reason. This sounding shows an alto-stratus overcast
caidltlon from 2860 to beyond 3990 meters. Prom 3990 to 3500 meters
Icing conditions prevail, from 2220 to 1800 meters Is the snow region,
from 1800 to 1080 meters Is a region of light rain, frcaa 1080 meters
to 700 meters only light mist prevails due to the partial evaporation
of the falling light rain. Below 700 alters no precipitation is occurr-
ing as jet since the mist Is ecHnpletely evaporated below this level. Of
course, with the continuation of the preclpltatlcm from higher levels
(due to overrunnlhe of warm moist air over a warm front) the mist soon
reached the surface and was closely followed by light to moderate rain.
Mist originating from stratus or strato-cumulus clouds is much more
common than that due to partial evaporation of light rain or snow from
higher levels since usually the evaporation process is either so cosplete
tl^t no precipitation of any kind reaches the surface or the evaporation
process is so ineffective that precipitation of particles of larger size
than mist occurs.
Mist Is usually caused by a marked onshore drift of warm, moist but
fairly stable maritime air, acoDmpanled by gentle liftir^ and turbulence.
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Mist generally occurs at night, especially soon after sunset. The effect of
radiation from the cloud top is to cool it and thus to increase the lapse rate
and cause some instability. Mist or light drizzle nay result also from the sudden
formation of lower cloud systene in Polar Continental air in winter, due principally
to the gradual lifting of this air in the convergent zone near a front Polar Con-
tinental air in winter has very high relative humidities and very little lifting
Is necessary to saturate it. If this lifting occurs at ni^t then ceilings and
visibilities will drop very rapidly due to the mist or drizzle*
(2) Drizzle consists of small droplets of the order of 0.2nffl in diameter
which are so numerous that they seem to fill the air. Drizzle usually falls fairly
gently; its intensity of fall being about 0.25 mm per hour. Like mist it may be
due to partial evaporation of precipitation from higher stratus or strato-cuaailus
levels but it usually falls from fairly thick stratus or streto-cumulus clouds.
Xiike mist it is usually (^used by advection of a rather thick layer of warm, moist
but fairly stable maritime air, accanpanied by lifting due to convergence or to
orographical causes with sufficient turbulence to cause the c7oud particles,
especially those in the lower and denser part <£ the cloud, to coalesce due to
Beehanical forces causing collisions.
It seems reasonable to believe that tte size of the droplets will depend
largely on the thickness of the saturated layer and on the amwint of turbulence
agitating it. It would thus appear that drizzle or light orographical rain in
stable air is a functicai of the thickness of a stratus or strato-cumulus layer
and the degree of turbulence within it. In the case of non-orographical mist or
drizzle the stratus level is usually lower, the clcwds thinner, and the lifting
and turbulence less than in the case of light orograpdiical precipitaticm*
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The feet that aloKKst emy light ralji la eelled drizzle by nany observers
sonetlmes renders It difficult to Judge whether or not a stetlon reporting
drizzle is in the wtirss aeetor of a nearby cyelane*
The following table represents the distinctions between oerttsln different
types cf preelpitetlon largely frora the standpoint of Intensity of fall*















Fog TTaoe 0.01 0.003 6.0
Mist 0.06 O.J 0.2b 65.6 100
Drizzle 0.86 0.S 0.T6 02.6 «)0
Lt* Rain 1.00 0*45 S.00 138.9 600
Hod. Eain 4.00 2*00 4.00 877-8 600
BMVy Kain 15.00 1.6 6.00 333 .9 1000






As can be seen froe t^ table* i^liuIropMS vary in size froa about 0.45 to
about 6U> BB. Varlcus theories top the senner of forration of raindrops have been
given- It appears tltt*t mtae oT the theories ez*e sore applicable to light » snail
drop preelpitatlcm frc» well below ttie 1^ crystal level irt^lle others involving
the ice crystal theory account sore perfectly for the formation of large drop
precipitation.
The i^ief requlreeentfi for the f(»*Bati(»i of rein instead of soae frozen typs
of i^'selpitatlcci is ttsBt the condensatl^m level lie well belon the Icse cryatal
level ^'H that the
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j;
accelerated rising vertical currents not continue very far beyond the ice crystal
level*
Tixe steps in the foramtion of rain of the smaller sizes of droplets which
are still larger than drizzle droplets seem to be orogrsphical or other lifting
of fairly stable but moist air, the fomnation of thick stratus or straro-cuimilus
clouds and fairly active turbulence within the clouds. As stated previously it is
believed that the size of the drops depend on the amount of lifting, the thickness
and density of the clouds formed, and the degree of turbulence in the clc»ids«
(4) Snow consists of precipitation in the form of flakes consisting of one
or more ice crystals which form an infinite variety of patterns. If snow falls
when the temperature is comparatively high, large wet flakes fall since sc«ne melt-
ing is taking place; with lower temperature, the flakes are smaller and dryer.
Conditions favoring the fall or snow are:
(a) The ice crystal level close to the ground or temperatures below
freezing at the ground, and (b) condensation not occurring until above
the ice crystal level, and (c) moderate to strong turbulence in the cloud
reglctti. With temperatures near the grcsind much above 0°C any falling
snow will melt and the precipitation willbe in the form of rain. In maiy
cases the temperatures near the ground are hi^ enough to melt and
evaporate the snow and rein unless the specific humidity within the cloud
is hi^ enoui^ and the ccXKiensation level fairly low. Sheets of falling
snow and rain which never reach the ground are occasional ly observed in
the sky.
The conditions aremost easily met (a) by frontal ccxiditions Involving
two polar air masses in winter, such ^s air masses of Polar Pacific and
Polar Continental origin, or (b) by Instability set up in a Polar Pacific
or Polar Continental air mass in winter or early spring by orographical
lifting, especially if the air iraiss has had recent water trajectory as in
the case of fairly fresh Polar Pacific air lifted as it flows Inland j^p^^q
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MsBhlngton and C^gon» or In the case of Polar Ccmtlnentel air after
pesaege over the Greet lakeB which heats the air si Ightly and adds
Bolsture to the lower levels*
HAIL
(5) Itaill Is generally divided Into two elasslfleatlons: soft hall» or
'^grsupel", and hall* aeanlng Irnrd hall* "Oraupel** consists of semi-transparent
liUBps eomposed of a soft ccn^o of vrtilte ice or granulated snow and a thin hard
coat of clear lee. Ihey are uaxally round, but are scHset lines ccxilcal* Ihey
are fairly hard but can be ec^pressed between the fingers to some extent*
"Sraupel" frequwitly occur al(»ig with raindrops for reasons which will be dis-
cussed later* Hall» le> hard hall, is of the sasn ecxistructlon as soft hall
except that It has many layers of clear lee around the sane type of core*
Actually, as will be seen from a consideration of how hall Is formed, there Is
an Infinite degree of variation In hallstcmes, simply depending on the number
of alternate layers of clear Ice and soft Ice or snow around the core*
For the foroatltm (f hall the chief requirements are:- that vertical
velocity somewhat greater ttmn that required to hold raindrops aloft must jxlst
at the lee crystal level, that ecmdensatlon occur below the Ice crystal level
and that the vertical velocities oust ccsitlnue to accelerate rapidly fcr a Icmg
distance beyond the Ice crystal level*
Ice crystals and sub-cooled water exist tc^ether for sraie distance
beyond the lee crystal level* The extent of this region Is not known* The
state Is an unstable one- If a sub-cooled droplet strikes an Ice crystal It
at cnce solidifies, but at the same time Imprisons a little air. Ihe Ice
crystal Increases In size and will begin to fall If the velocity ct the ascending
air Is not too great* As It falls through the sub-cooled water region It grows
still mco^ aiKi Imprlscms more air, arriving at the bottca of the sub-cooled
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zona as a ball oC soft ies* If the velocity of fall thpou^ the sub-cooled zone
has been great* it ei^rlves at the region where the temperature is Just 0%, with
its own temperature below 0%* Consequently, any further falling mearm that water
which is present in a non sub-cooled state at end below the ice crystal level is
deposited upon it In a onifora layer which quickly freezes into a hard transjp^rent
coating with little or no air imprisoned in it. Vertical currents and turbulence
Baay be sufficient to carry the hail at erne again into the region of sub-cooled
water* a layer of soft ice being foi^oed around the previcus transparent layer.
This process nmy be repeated lintll vertical currents can no longer sustain the
falling hailstones and they reach the ground*
In the case of soft hail it is apparent that the vertical velocity at
the ice crystal level 3s very little moretl^n the 8 sieters per second required to
sustain large raindrops and the acceleraticm decreases rapidly above the ice
crystal level* The fact that soft hail frequently falls along with soiae rain
indicates that vertical velocities at the ice crystal level are fluctuating froB
Just above the 6 Deters per second requirement to sustain large raindrops to below
this value or that some malting of the hail is taking place*
It Is well known that there oAist be reglc«is of compensating down currents
i^never we have vertical currents. Airplane pilots have frequently observed the
sudden i^ianges in acceleration and velocity as they pass frcan one euBUlo-nimbus
cloud to another* The clear space between clouds is the region of the strtxigest
down currents* The siMiller the distance between the cuaulo-niB^us clouds, the
greater the downi^ard current between tlwm.
(d) Sleet ectfisists c€ precipitation in the form of ice pellets and is
fonaed by t^ freezing of raindrops or melted snowflakes as they fall through a
cold air mass having temperatures well below freezing* It is usually the result




































ever an air oass with temperatures well beloer freezing at the surface, such as
a Polar Continental air (aspCg). The frontal surface regions at and abare the
condensation level In such a case present the worst conditions for Icing of
aircraft
.
USE Oe ADIABATIC CHART FOR DETSRMINING INSTABILITY PH3N0MEM .
From consideration of soundings taken previous to the occurrence of various
instability phentmena it appears that useful distinctions em be s»de between
the requireioents for eusnilus cloud format ion » showers, thunderstorm with rain,
thunderstorm with soft hail, ami thunderstonn with hard hail. Type c»ie situaticai
represents conditions for the formation of euaoilus but no precipitation* Here a
•Ball positive area exists causing ccHivection, but a sufficiently large negative
area above this insures l^at the clouds cannot extend to the ice crystal level.
!ZVpe two represents conditions favorli% the formation of cuimilo-nimbus
l^ioters. The ascent curve in this case as in all the ^ses represents the actual
aseent curve corrected for probable lift, for effects of divergence or cc»ivergence
aiKi altered aGC€a>ding to expected varlaticms in specific hufflidlty, as due to an
BTQpBcted water trajectory before the air of the sounding reaches the forecast
regicxi*
In type two, the ice crystal level lies within the positive area and sufficient
positive area lies below it to allow vertical velocity less than the 8 r«iters per
second necessary to 8u;q>ort large raindrops. No listening occurs since the
Telocity at the ice crystal level is inmifficient to break up raindrops and to
•atablii^ by so doing differences in potential which are large enough to cause
lightening- No l»il occurs since the vertical velocity cannot sustain even rain-
drops •
In type three, a thunderstoirai with precipitation as rain would occur. liere
the ice crj^tal level lies within the positive area in such a way t^Blt a fairly
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large part of the positive area lies below the Ice crystal level end a relatively
SBfflill part lies above the Ic© crystal level, the acceleration of the rising pertlcle
changing to negative a relatively short distance above it.
Sufficient turbulence and vertical velocity in excess of 8 nraters per second
•xist at the ice crystal level to split raindrops in sufficient quantity to cause
listening but vertical velocities are insufficient to cause the formation of hall
ia any form.
Type four is slnilar to type three except that vertical velocities much greater
titofi 8 meters per second exist and the acceleration refflains positive up to hl^er
levels* I& this case a thunderstorm would occur accompanying the fel 1 of soft
)»il or soft hall and rain*
In type five a thunderstorm would occur with the precipitation in the form of
hard hail, the size of the hall stcaies depending on the nmgnitude cf the vertical
velocities reached beycmd the Ice crystal level, the vertical velocities at tht
Ice crystal level being very much greater then 8 meters per second.
A considex^titm of the adiabatic chart shows that the longest positive areas
are formed when the temperature lapse rate Is very large, approaching the dry
edlabatic from within the lowest two kiloe»ters extending upward without inversions,
and if lower parts of this region of steep lapse rate are very moist so that they
will start following the moist adiabatic after atily a very short lift.
Tl^se c(»dltlc»8 exist in ease of sufficient lifting of very warm end moist
Tropical Gulf air in the lower two kilcasetsrs overrun by very dry air, such as an
old Polar air Which has been subject to a great deal of subsidence.
All the cc»idltions can be covered by simply stating that a large positive
area Is formed and the indicated energy is realized if the lapse rate of equivalent
potential temperature is excessive at low levels, and If sufficient lifting is
ftTBllable to saturate the Icmer part of the region clmracterlzed by ne^tive dQ^ .
dg
Severe ttiunderstorms occurred in Misscairi on 29 April, 1937, when the lifted
air showed that the kllcsBeter Just above 1160 meters had a lapse rate of equivalent
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potential temperature of £7°C pep kilometer. A lift of only 800 meters was
required to saturate the 1160 meter level and this lifting was easily accomplished
by the air being squeezed between an advancing cold front and a retrograde wana
front. Hail stones two Inches in diameter fell at Columbia^ Missouri.
As previcRisly stated for a thunderstorm to occur the condensation level must
be below the ice crystal level and the ice crystal level must have sufficient
positive area below it to Insure vertical velocities sufficient to violently dis-
rupt raindrops and to thus establish sufficient differences of potential.
In considering the positive areas cm adlabatic charts representing the energy
available due to temperature differences, level for level* between the ascent curve
as corrected f<»» probable lift, for probable effects of divergence or convergence,
and for probable addition of moisture to the lower levels. It soon becomes apparent
that a relatively anall positive area at Icwer levels is as effective as a relatively
lar^r positive area at hig^r levels. Itie reaSGii for this beccsies apparent when
«• consider the equation for acceleration due to differences In density.
The air layers of particles being cwisidered are assumed to be at abwit the
Bane Pressure since they are in the same vicinity and at the sane level, therefore,
P Is considered constant.
Substituting: /lo ^ ^^ /ft '^1 ^ fJizL^
T^.
RA at sose other leveK ^/j^- ^JL^ A' 'U \
comparing Ak with n» for a 1° temperature difference at each level, ie, using
7, -Tj,-/® and neglecting the very small error introduced due to failing to use
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a gas constant R in each case which depends on the vnter vapor content > le»
considering the R*s as equal for all levels under ccmslderstlon then:
This resultsln a comperlswi of the acceleration resulting st one level pep
degree difference in tempernture between the rising air layer or particle arwl Its
surroundings with the acceleration resulting from the same difference in temperature
at any other level.
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If ?o ^^oo?ni -.^/l = ^^~^>-^ c.-^.//:I-^f^ k^/^.^^-^ (th»
Iftpsa rete being miiiiiimT to be ebout half vny bctimen the dry end the eoist
«li.)»tle) then ^ "'"-'- -. ^^i f|i- = , ^' ^'K' --^^
It is seen thet tNi ol«i%e in eccel» ration with elevfttion for a 1^ diff•renew
be^N^n ttra tenperattare of risii^ layers tr p rtieles «td the teai^rciture c^* the
aBrroundlng air (as ^cvn by t^ eorreeted eeoent curve) is ferg^ely dtwi to the
etai^e in pre&mire* the effeet (&» to the deePMse in teiapen?.ture vith elevntion
being to tend to inereese the aceelerctticm produced «b elevftticm ie inerefmed*
It would be hiiihly desirable to devise a rapid end fairly accurate wmns of
detersining the vertical velocities which vould result at different levels in eastt
^e energy indieated by a positive area is »de evailabiB • ^leh deterainstion of
tiMi vertice 1 velocity is not now possible* but conclusions can be iBcemn froa the
aize and vertical extent of t^ iHseltive area*
In vie* of the feet that very little data is available ehi^ is
suitable for use as a basis f(^ invest^tion of the <Miu8es of waaay of the aca*pho-
l«igi^l types of preeipltation and since up to noe no tx» has entirely expleixied
even tt» forBAticm c^ raindrops and snovflakes » it »»eam enivliKble to inrestigaUi
the various frontal and air mass conditions with vhlsh ][»«eipitatian is MMioeiated
noting any facts viili^ beeoae apparent regarding the factors effecting different
Bcri^ologieal types olf precipitation.
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THE EFFECT OF MOUNTAIN RANGES OH STABIE AMD UHSTABLE AIK KASSBS
(Bxtrects frcaa a paper by Dr. Irving P. Krick, are Included herein.)
Particles In a stable air mass resist vertical motion and henee tend to
resist passage over a mountain. If there is a horizontal outlet available around
the mountain then the stable air mass will flow around rather than over the
oantain* However, if no horizontal outlet is available, the gradient must be
such that suffIciait energy is available to a ccompllsh the work required In
x^lslng the air to the top of the mountain before a flow over the m(»intain will
result. Normally, the stable air simply curves araind the obstacle, entirely
avoiding any vertical displacement. But If a long mountain range stands in the
way, then a damming up of the air flow results. Ihls is shown on the synoptic
ttaps by high pressure <ai the windward s3de of the ranges and low pressure on tha
leeward side. No wind velocities over the ranges occur, however, whleh are
comparable to that which the existing pressure gradient would normally Indicate.
In this ease, the mountain ranges prevent the realization of the potential energy
of the air masses by prevent ins t^ieir contact at Itwer levels. Ihe pressure
©padient merely Indies ates, in this ease, that the air masses on tha two sides of
the mountains are of different weigjit.
In unstable air, however, the upward impetus which It Is given cm reaching
th» BGuntaios Is retained and acceleration continues, the unstabls air flowing
readily over the mountain ranges^ Thte effect has been j^iotographed with movie
C83i^ra and when shown with the sequences speeded up greatly, billows of clouds
8e«« to pour over mountain tops giving the appearance of water flowing over a dam.
If flowing against an extensive mountain range, all the air 4an not escape
laterally; some air must ascend, even in the case of stable air i»sses. If the
ascent is mifficient, then the condensation level is reached and cloudiness
occurs ' the type depending on ifdiether or not the air mass is stable:- stratiform
-19-
clouds In case of stable air nMSs; cumulo form clcuds In case of unstabfe air
Bass* If lifting is continued orographlcel precipitation occurs* The opographical
precipitation will be of a fairly steady type if resulting from a stable air mass,
as In the case of stable tropical pacific or tropical naarltlnw air btlng forced
aloft
.
In case of an unstable sir n»ss, such as fresh Polar Pacific, sna or rein
fihosers occur. The rainfall In this case is usually uaich hesvier than in the
stable C£se» In the stable case the air resists vertical displacement and curves
arcund the mountains as best it can while In the unstable case the air does not
resist the vertical movements initiated by the mountains, rend hence is better able
to jroduee precipitation. The showers occurring at sea are i»etarded by the passage
of the air nass Inland, hence the distances between showers moving inlmd is
decreased and a piling up against the mountains results.
The convergence of air passing around a mountain corner has been found to
result in a sort of light orc^jraphlcal precipitation. Easterly currents passing
around the southern extremity of the Scandinavian ranges frequently give rise to
strong local gales accoapanied by light rain or snow fall entirely Independent of
any frontal cause.
A good example of orographlcal precipitation In unstable air passing over high
mountains Is found In the India Monsoon during the summer months. This air whl(^
blows in off the Indian Ocean Is very warm and moist, and is convectlvely unstable.
Upon passage inland it is heated from the ground and becomes even more unstable.
When It reaches the Himalaya Mountains It is forced to ascend and heavy Instability
type precipitation results. Due to Its extreme Initial oonvectlve Instability It
requires only a samll lift (or cooling) to relieve it cf XsLrge quantities of
oisture. It must continue to climb so hlgjh in surmounting these aounteins that












iSe frequently observe a similar phenomenon In the case cf Polar Pacific air
losing most of Its moisture In Its travel over Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana so ttiat very little moisture remains when It has crossed the Rockies.
However in cases when fresh Polar Continental air lies east of the Rockies (winter),
then the Polar Pacific acts as a warm mess over the Polar Continental aJr and a
blizaard condition results. After the air of Polar Pacific origin has stagnated
over North Central U. S. for a day or two when it may form a cold wedge under a
Tropical Gulf air mass, and warm front precipitation as rain or snow over the
Northern Mississippi Valley States can result.
EFFECTS OF MOUKTAIHS OK Ax^PRQACKING FR(»^TS .
The acccanpanying sketches (Figure 1) illustrate the effects of the approach
of cold fronts making various angles with the face of a mountain. In cases (a)
Bjnd (b) the fairly large pattern cf pre-frcmtal precipitation is formed due to
the component of the current in advance of the cold front which 3s normal to tha
ountsln contours. In case (c) the flow is toward the narrow edge of the mountain
and divergence results so that the only pre-frontal rain fcrmed will be in a small
area at the edge of the mountain and this precipitation marges with the cold front
precipitation.
•Ehe effect of a mtmntein ridge on a warm fr<ait is illustrated by tha
accompenylng sketches (Figure 2). A typical warm front whose slope is greatly
axaggerated is shown approaching a mountain ridge- Ihe mountain teids to regard
the advance of ths warm front. Hie lower sti^eam lines in the air under the frcnt
being deflected upward by the mountain. When the frontal surface reaches the
mwintain ridge cold air is trapped against the ridge and only the upper portion
of the warm front can get over the top of the ridge. Ihe clouds dissipate in the
downward current on the leeward side of the ridge and precipitation is confined to
the windward side. Some distance beyond the ridge the upward currents are resumed
and the frontal surface reforms with its characteristic clcwd system and precipitation.
-21-






In seme cases the cold wedge trapped on the windward side of the ridge is
maintained with its clouds and precipitation for an abnormally long tine and an
excessive quantity of rainfall occurs* TtilB was the situation causing the flood
ccmditions in the Los Angeles region in January, 1935. A warm front with an open
warm sactw approached the coast and rain perclsted on the west slopes cf thi
coasted ranges until the warm sector was finally occluded by the arrival of a
cold front and since the air behind the cold front was colder than the trapp^
wedge of cold air it replaced the cold wedge and stopped the preclpltatic»\»
Another effect of mountain ranges on approaching weve which is found
occasionally at the southern end of the Allegheny Mountains is illustrated lo
the accompanying sketch (Figure 3)» It illustretes the foliation of a secondary
cyclone by the bending of the southern pert of the warm frort to the ncrt'nward
around the mountain by the warm sector current. The northern part of the wave
occludes against the maintain side and stagnates there while the southern part
of the cold front together with the southern part of the warm front surface
which can move freely around the end of the range form an open wave which moves
off as a secondary system*
FRB»COLD FRONT (mXRAfHICAL PRECIPITATION .
Hie approach of a cold frcmt to regions presenting orographlcal obstacles
to the flo« causes a change in wind direction and generally an increase in wind
velocity* Ti-tese changes are ustslly sufficient to change thaweather completely
even for a loig distance ahead of the cold front* An exasple of this Xa the
approach of a cold front to the California coast. This approach in many cases
causes an onshore flow of maritime which has a ecnponent normal to the mcAUitain
slopes whidi causes the air to be forced up the mountain slopefs. If thkwarai
eritlna air mass is fairly stable then fog or stratus clouds form and drizzle
or light orographlcal precipitation may result. If the warm maritime air mess is





aey result. Another example of pre-frontal orographlcal precipitation is that
due to flow induced up the slopes of the Allegheny Mountains by the approach of
6 cold front frcai the west. The morning map for 26 October, 1937, shain on the
following page illustrates this effect. In this case the warm air beliqg forced
aloft is fairly stable and only light, steady, orographlcal preclpite.tion results.
The precipitation is in the form of rain since tec peratures ore well abwe 32°F.
In the warm air. The Increase in the gradient of pressure caused by the approedi
Qf the front and the charge in wind direction to south westerly aid in forcing
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Snow FlurrlfP Due To Surface Heating.
The sounding for Detroit for 0400 5 February, 1937, Indicates that lifting
cannot produce a significant positive area. Surface heating, however, can form
clouds at about 700 meters when the surface temperature reaches about 28°P. A
very small positive area is immediately formed which is topped by a vezy large
negative area at about 1800 meters* If the surface taoiperature reaches eboit
31^. the size of the positive area begins to be significant and light snow
flurries could be experienced. Since the amount cf surface heating likely to be
experienced will produce only a relatively small positive area ccnspared to the
large negative area formed above it, cloud tops should reaain comparatively low*
The specific humidities are low and the velocities likely ^o occur (indicated by
the size of the p<»itive area) are comparatively small, the turbulence will be
only light to moderate within the clouds, also the aynoptio situation is changing
80 that the flow across the lakes and into the United States will not continue
for long, therefore, precipitation shouB be as light snow flurrit^ to the saith-
•ast of the lakes during the day, the am(»uit of precipitation being smalls
No precipitation occurred at Detroit but scattered light snow flurried
occurred over a large region to leewsrd of the lakes where temperatures reached
were higher, the precipitation amounting to only a few hundredths of m. inch.
Divergence is occurring at Detroit and along the peri^iery of the high
pressiire area. The tendency at Detroit is t. 06. Divergence would taid to re-
quire tltet the surface temperature be higher than otherwise before a significant
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lara Front Precipitation -— RrIh —
-
7h« ««R^iar BBp Tor 9 FsbruBry» 1937 , siMtm Hurfreesborot Tenn*, on the
outer fringes of the effects of over-running of TGj eir over a mute on e front
to the 3«6t*
The 0400 soundIr^ fco* 9 Pebimeryy 1937, for ^rfreesboroy xbnn»> shove Vhmt
up to the lijsit of the eouRding, le» up to 39^ aetera no pc^ltive area exlste
toiii ttmt If the cold eir under the front is llft&d 360 aetens by (^ogr&phloel
mtmtm t^wn a enell positive area Is fCNPoed iri^idH eontalis» tl^ ice crystal level*
Above this {xaitive armt Bi\ extra l^rge negr^tlve aree vould be forced tlms insurins
thftt <»jly ll^t rein or anew csr both could occur*
ttia acunding does not extend hi^ enou^ to obtain any iden abcHit the
structure of ^e eir over-^runninc the wr.ns froit of t^ wave except thst ttte
positive lci|Hse rate of equivelent potential teapsroture Indiceted for the upper
layer indiestea tS^.at that layer Is stable-
At thB tine of th6 aoundins an ^Ito-stretus overcaat ima ;HE»eaent* Ice»
snovt li^ht z%in snd talst vere indlci^ted for l^era respectively as follows,
abofve 3990 to 3600 aeters, S220 to 1^0 astere, 1800 to 1080 eaters and 1080 to
700 aetei^t but n6 t^f^eclpitation i& reaching the ground at the tlcse of t^^ sound-
ing* This is due to ev3pcs*atlon of the precipitation before reaching the ground*












Thmutorahowdr* Caused By Surfaee Heating.
The synoptic situation for the otmlng of 26 May, 1937, shows th«t a eold
frcmt has passed Ben Diego during the nl^t. Polar Fiteifie air with about e
six day oeean trajectory la flowing almg the coast fros a north direct 1cm.
Sttsttered lowers sre occurring along the Southern Cal Ifco^ia Coeet and in the
Coestel mountain ranges*
An 0900 San Diego sounding reports 9 streto-eusmlus frca 1040 to 1580 iBeters,
alto eunulus froD S160to £65tBeters •
It can be assuaed that a eolinm of air forced to rise frc«i the surface will
retain its value of specific humidity* He, tMrefore, use this value end are
further justified In so doing by the fact that ttiere is no surface inversion*
It is seen that relative huaidlties are very high throughout the soxmding
ai^ that lifts of about 100 aeters will saturate the lower 3 kildnsters and
ebout a 400 aeter lift will saturete &ie air to tto height of the eoutuUng and
(Kiobebly beyond.
Specific ^ttiffiidities are fairly hi^ throughout the soundln^^.
Lifting of less tl^n 100 asters will produce only e very saall positive area
froa 18^ aeters to about 3200 asters* This posltlva area Is so saall that it
could have been produced by ainor errors in eonputing the sounding and is con-
sidered insignificant.
An increase in the surface tesperature to 70° ? will produce the p^siltive
area shown which extends froa ISOO kilonsters to t^ie top of irhe sounding* This
I^tsitlve area is of acderate size, extends for 1800 aetere below the lee crystal
level and beyond the limit of the sounding above the lee crystal level.
If a tmsperature of about 70^ is reached the corulitlcms appear favorable
for a thtmdez^torm with preelpltaticm as rain but not quite severe enough for
hail.
The aaxiaua teaperature reached by Pasadena was 10^ and a shower accoapanied
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Bxample of thunderstorm -dtue to surface heating - preclpltetlon ss rain*
The 0400 6 May, 1937, scnindlng at Dayton, Cftilo, is taken as representetive
of the old Polar Pacific air mass occupying the upper MisslBsippi Valley. IMs
sounding shows that if surface heating reaches 70*¥ then a positive area is formed
ihlch extends from about 1-^ kilcmieters upward for over 3-ir kilometers. A fairly
large portion of the positive area lies below the ice ©rystal level so that
velocities greater than 8 meters per second would probably be reached at the ice
crystal level. 'Xhe positive area decreases rather rep idly above the ie« crystal
level so that althougji a thunderstorm would be expected when surface temperature
reached about 70°P the {xrecipitation should be as rain and not as any form of hall.
Scattered convective thurKierstorros occurred in the Upper Mississippi where
surface temperatures exceeded about 70°P.
-26-
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^Oirer type precipitation due to orogreiiilciil lifting*
Ihe momlns map for 2b February » 1937* shove scattered shower ty;w pern-
cipitetl<» occurring In the fairly fresh Polsr Pacific air flowing over Itorthern
Calif(rnla and part cf Southern California* ?he precipitation Is In the foras of
light rain at Oaklaiui, in rain lowers at atatlcms cT soderate els vat Ion to the
South » changli^ to anov shovere In the eountains and In the vicinity of them*
The soundir^ for Oekland shovs ll^t rain at Oekland extending frc^ 14&0
•tars to the surface* The surface point la not yet saturated since the rain
has Just started* All points frc^ 470 neters up ere ^turated* The adlabatlo
ehart i^oars that If the air at Oekla nd Is lifted £00 setere to saturnte the
surface point then a saall positive area is fonoed which extends sll^tly beyond
tiie ice c»*yat8l level. Above the uall positive area lies a lei^e n»^tlve area
starting!; at about 1100 8»ters* Ihe lifted curve with tho positive and ne^tlve
areas clcsely resecbles the typical setup for shover type rein« Imt no thunder*
Btons*
An increase of surface tes^rature a£ 7.4^ vlll produce a slightly larger
positive arof: l^n in case of the assuosd lift of £00 B»ters* fhe ehc^ers vhieli
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Isolated Thunderstorm.
From 1600 to 1600 on 11 March, 1937, a mild thunderstorm with .09 Inch
precipitation as rain occurred at San Antonio, Texas- No other thunderstorms
were reported within about 300 miles and no front came closer than 2(X) miles.
The maximum temperature reached at San Antonio was 68^.
The morning weather map shows that an old Polar Pacific air mass approaching
the properties of Tropical Gulf air lies over the Central and Eastern part of
Texas* A 29.80 low Is located Southeast of Amarlllo and a slow moving cold front
lies In West Central Texas* Some convergence Is occurring as indicated by the
-.02 tendency at San Antonio when the normal diurnal tendency Is 1.01.
The scxindlng shows that the air Is stratified as ^«,c moisture content. From
1150 to 1172 meters an 8° per kilometer lapse rate of equivalent potential tem-
perature exists, frcw 1720 to 2990 meters a 3° per kilometer lapse rate and from
3860 to 4920 meters a 2° P«r kllcraeter lapse rate of equivalent potential tem-
perature exists*
The maximum temperature reported by San Antonio for the day was 68*^ (20°)
whith would be insufficient to allow the conveetlve condensetlcm level to be
reached if the curve remained unaltered during the day. But convergence will
change the curve greatly due to ths large lapse rate of specific humidity from
the 1720 to the 2990 meter level. Theeffects of 20 percent convergence are shown
in the pencil curve to the left of the ascent curve. It Is seen that the con-
vergence assumed would straighten out the ascent curve and enable convection to
start frcMD the 1150 meter level since a positive area is formed above this level
by the effect of the convergence. Ihe amount of convergence assumed is probably
excessive for this case, but any convergence irtiatever will tend to enable a
positive area (sufficient to produce a thunderstorm) to be formed iBore easily.
-28-1-

Sob* of the ways In which sufficient positive area so situated as to cause a
thunderstorm with precipitation ea peln are:-
1. Action of 20 j»rcent convergence.
2. Ho convergence, but surface temperature of 73^°?.
3. IG^ convergence and t«nperature of 72^.
4* Mo ccMfivergence, but a lift of 450 meters will move the 2990 meter point
dry adlabatlcally upward enough to clear the moist adiabatic curve along
vhich free convectl(Mi from the 1150 meter level la proceeding and to thus
allow a positive area to be formed irtilch will be situated so as to favor a
thxinderstorm with precipitation as rain«
5. Ihe value used for the surface specific humidity is 9.0 grams per kilo-
gram. If this value were actually larger tl«n the teisperatura required
would be less.
In tMs case it is difficult to tell Just what caused this isolated
thunderstorm, however, it seems prc^sable the combined effects cf scmie c(mvergene«>
and some lifting coupled with a surface temperature near San Antonio which was
SOTiewhat higher than the 68° maximum reported there.
-28-2-
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stable proel.pit8ti(% - ftist and drizzle * resulting i^rtly frco ecxivargenee
•fid pertly froB oroerephleal lifting.
k Bisty end ll^tit drizzle eord it Ion for the Qulf Coest prt of taxits extending
inland sllglitly beyond San A^ntonlo is shomi on 13)e soming eeather imp for 3 February,
1937 » ahonm after pege^^* '&ys 0400 eounding is shovn on the foll<»ring page* The
ttiird point frc« the siirface wa& onitted froa the sounding report » but it la evident
that the lapse rate within the stratus layer will be praetically aloig the saturated
adin^tio ao t^iat the t^lrd point is known sinee the top of the stratua wse reported*
fhe sounding ahcmm that no precipltatlcHa is reaching the surfsee as yet toit li|^
Blst is felling froffi 17&0 to £10 Bstersy ie» frt^s the top of the strato*ot:raiilu8
Isyer* Ihe regi4»i below 210 oeters beeane setureted fron ttie falling e*st and the
Mist aoon changed to llg^t drizzle*
2!he faetoi^a causing the stratus end strato-cuaulus overcast conditions in
Southeast Tewsa are:
(a) VoB surface «»»t Ixy warm front rain on 1 February*
(b) The air reselling l^xas has hoi sose CSulf trajectory*
(c) /.n active inflow cf air froa over the Qulf was iiduced by a regicm of
eyclc^enesis In Astern Texas, tSn^ Pan Hendle, and Saatern Hew l^xleo*
(d) SoBte orographical lifting and sons conver^nce caused by the {»*e&ence
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Cold front tg'asage — lifted warm air pemalnlng steble.
the Bcaindlng for 24 Mardi, 1937, (San Diego) Is taken In air which is soon
to be lifted by a cold front. In order to determine the effect cf lifting canbined
with the convergence normally present near the center of a cyclone, curves represent-
ing the effect of 20% convergence (curve CD) and the effect of 300 meters lift coa-
blned with 20^ ccxivergence (curve S?) are drawn- The lapse rate of equivalent
Potential Is negative frcaa the 980 to the 1370 meter level and as soon as this
layer becoraes saturated convection will start along the moist adlab?atic» Using
the cui*ve SP fcr eoiabined 300 caeter lift and 20% convergence a small positive area
is formed which is almost entirely above the lifting ice crystal leval • There is
a large negative area encountered by the rising particle which will soon cause the
convection to cease so that no thunderstorm or showery type of precipitaticsa would
be aa^eeted.
Moderate pre-frontal and frontal rain of a fairly steady type would be expected
at San Diego since air containing a specifJc humidity of several grans will bm
forced up sufficiently to reach the lifting Ice crystal level after saturation has
been reached- The size of the positive area below the lifted Ice crystal level is
negligible, therefore no thunderstorm cculd occur, lliis is interesting in view of
the fact that Just two days previais a thunderstorm with soft hail occurred- In
the meanwhile subsidence has greatly stabilized the air-
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(b) ^arm front or cold front precipitation Involving Instable air.
Conditions favoring the fall of sleet are Illustrated by the A. U*
Weather map for 9 January, 1937. In this caseTroplcal Gulf air with two
days of land trajectory from Its source region (le, TGp) with surface
temperatures from 55° to fO° generally Is overninnlng Polar Continental
air with two days land trajectory (le, PC^) which has surface temperatures
of from 10^ to 20°f under the region marking about the limit of the TOg
over-running. The antlcyclonlc circulation In the TOg air and the
orientation of the front nearly along the stream lines limit the TOg over-
running to a rather short distance from the front.
•Hie sounding for Murfreesboro, Tenn., shows that the condensation
level lies below the Ice crystal level. For the assumed small lift of
550 meters the corrected ascent curve shows a small positive area below
t^ Ice crystal level and a moderate size positive area extending from
the Ice crystal level to the top of the sounding. Precipitation ^ould
form as rain and no thunderstorm should occur but conditions approach those
B»eessary for a mild thunderstorm. Ihe x*aln must fall through a cold PC2
layer having temperatures 10*^ to 20° below freezing, and must freeze and
reach the ground as sleet. The Instability of the TOg air caused the
precipitation to be intermittent. Scattered sleet and in some instances
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KANSAS CITY, Mo., Apr. 29. (U.R)
—Two persons were killed today
end three children injured when a
tornado destroyed three houses
Hear Ash Grove, Mo.
Many sections of Western Mis-
Bouri suffered damage by violent
hail storms and local tornadoes.
Hits Farm House
Mrs. George Snyder and Elmer
Corbin, a cousin, were killed when
a tornado struck the Corbin farm
house near Ash Grove.
Two children of Mrs. Snyder
Vera reported injured. A small
baby in another home nearby was
blown clear and only slightly hurt
Vrhen the house was wrecked.
Hail stones more than two inches
In diameter gave Columbia its worst
ice storm since 1913- Little damage
V'as reported. A similar storm did'
Bome damage to automobiles in
Kansas City.
Church Damag:ed p
At Carrollton, Mo., tornadic
V,'inds destroyed several barns and
houses and blew a church off its
foundation. Trees and telephone k
end telegraph lines also suffered. ^•
Another twister cut a swath
through North Central Missouri, in-
cluding communities around, Breck-
enridge and Tatesville. Railway
telegraph lines were down and
barns were unroofed all along the
tornado's path.
the west end th«
urred over most of
fela, MlssDuri,
isairl during the day.
A
A
BXA^MPLBS OP WARM FRONT THUI^ERSTQRMS AND COLD FROtI
The weather bbp for 29 April, 1937, shows thunderstoroB occurrir^ along e
warm f rwit extending SSW froB a center near Oklahoma City. The 0400 sounding
for bhre/eport. La., shows TO air having almost a dry adiabatlc lapse rate above
two kilometers occupying the warm sector. A lift of 800 meters is x^equired to
saturate and release the potential instability cf a layer of 1200 oeters. Thd
lifting ice crystal level is situated so that there is a fairly large pes Itlve
area below it—enough to probably Insure a vertical velocity 8 meters per second
at tlie ice crystal level and a large positive area above the ice crystal level
keeps the acceleration and the velocity increasing rapidly up to hi^ levels. _
This is a case similar to type five of the classifications of Imtability phenomena- *
and calls for violent thunderstorms with hard hail since the approach of over-
running of this TGj air over the warm front and the approach cf a cold front from
the :.est should certainly lift the air the requii»ed 800 meters.
Thunderstorms continued along the warm front but due to the rapid SB wiovenent
of a high pressure wedge over KE United States all except a small portion of the
warm front near the center became a cold front so that TG air in the warm sector
In Missouri was squeezed by the approach of a cold front frcai the west and the
retrograde warmfrcHit in the east. Violent thunderstorms occurred over most of
Missouri Rnd hall atcnes two Iwshes in diameter fell at Columbia, VissDuri,
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Cold Front - Lifted Air Becoming Unstable.
- Showery Type Precipitation.
- Rain
The synoptic situation shows a cold front approaching Shreeveport, Ib. The
0400 13 March, 1937, sounding for Shreeveport shows an ascent curve with several
thin potentially unstable layers (d9^ ^ 0). The ascent curve lifted 350
Tdi )
meters shows a small positive area extending juet below the ice crystal level
to the 4200 meter level which seems to be of the type favoring showers but no
thunderstorm since the positive area below the ice crystal level Is very small*
Light intermittent showery type rain occurred during the early afternoon
with moderate turbulence Just before the frontal passage. No thunderstorm
occurred at Shreeveport although scattered thunderstcrm occurred in North Central
Texas. No scundlngs are available for Texas but it is believed that the air
reaching Texas had more of a Gulf trajectory than the air reaching Shreeveport







Dm BotiQdlng for 3an DWgo for 2£ l^reh» 1957« teksn at ISOC^ just S^r hcurs
aft^r a thunderstorm with eoft hall tsd occurred at ?ii»i(!U»b ahova iAm follovlng:*
!• tim U^paa rata <^ the lifted eurva la greater then the »olst adlabetle
up to 3*3 klloaatar and la praetlcslly alcn^ tha nolst adlabetle beyond 3*3
klloMter* Iha unlifted eseent curve s^cvc by a na^tlve velue of dd. • 7^
di
par klloaatar for the aiia*fiBfia layar and by the asell lift toMmimry to
mturata thB aurfaca point tNit It la potentially umtabla <^nd ahoold davalop
a lerge positive area*
£• A large positive area 1b fcnread between the lifted eacent curve and
t^ Bolat adtobi^tle along vt^ldtx the flr&t point to beeona aaturated (the
loaaat) rlaea If about a 3<X) cater lift la {^ovlded-
3» aifrielent positive eras Is available beloa the lifting loa eryatf^l
level to prolmbly Insure a velocity aooai^mt grater thi^n 8 cetera par
aaei^rid at the level.
4« A large pcAltlve area axtanda top aavercl kllosmtara bey(»»i the Ice
CHryatel level*
5* Dao to tha above factors a t^mndaratorB with aoaa taem ct hall vould
te 4»q)aetad* CoeparJns this aomdlng vlth tha Bounding for shi ivepcrty Ifi«
for £9 AjM'll, 1937, «hl(^ Indicated aavere hell stc^^es for Mlsscairl and
mnltad In hallatonea two Intihea In dlaneter, we aee that tie positive area
and hence the eccaleratlon of the rising layer Is a till Inorefiialng at a
rapid rate In shr« verxH*t sounding* In the Sf>n Diego aoundlng^ ho«pever» the
poaltlira area aeesus to be deereaslr^* This leads to the belief Uat the slsa
and Vertical extent of Uie r>osltlve area above the Ice crystisl level are tha
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Bxample of thunderstorm with precipitation as heavy rain caused by cold
front approach and passage.
The sounding for Coco Solo, Canal Zone for 15 November, 1936, shows high
relative humidities for the entire ascent. There are potentially Instable layers
from 390 to 1700 meters and from 3070 to 3820 meters.
Ihe action of 20% convergence alone would be sufficient to initiate free
convection from the 1060 meter level and to form a positive area extending
upward for the entire height of the sounding and cc«talning the ice crystal level
near the top.
The action of 10^ convergence would require in addition only a 200 meter
lift to p:* oduce free convection and a positive area as large as in case of 20^
convergence
.
A lift of 350 meters alone would also establish a positive area of nearly
the same size and position*
Since both lifting and convergence will be present with the approach and
passage of the cold front It would appear that the potential Instability could
be realized. Orographlcal lifting could even set off this thunderstorm for
neighboring regions. In this case, however, since the air flow is from the North-
east, ie, from the ocean it seema probpble that the orogranhical lift could not
be obtained in the immediate vicinity of Coco Solo.
A severe thunderstorm with excessive listening and with 3.15 Inches of i^ln






































































































In considering occluding systems It Is Important to know whether the
occlusion will be of the warm or of the cold front type. In the cold front type
occlusion the approaching air behind the cold front Is colder then either the
air In the warm sector or the air under the warm froit surface so that the cold
front displaces the warm sector air forcing It aloft « le, occluding It, and the
cold front ccxitlnues as a surface cold front displacing the air which was under
^ the warm frcmt.
In the case of the warm front type occlusion the approaching cold air behind
the cold frcait has not a density as great as that cf the air under the warm front
80 It can not displace this air at the surface and can only displace the warm
sector air, then movd aloft as an upper cold front.
Quite often otherwise unexplalnable cloids and rain pattern may be attributed
to the action along an upper cold front. It is of interest therefore to be able
to detect upper cold fronts. Holzman has published a paper on this subject in the
Monthly Weather Review, December, 1936. The following interesting situation is
along the general lines of this article. Since an upper cold front owes its origin
to a warm front (le, upper cold front) occlusion, and since upper cold fronts may
be located much more readil if previous synoptic situations have indicated the
future presence of one, the ideal method of approach is to determine before hand
whether an occluding system will be of the warm or of the cold front type.
If the temperatui^ contrast is large between the approaching cold front of
the wave and the cold air under the warm front of the wave then it is possible to
tell by inspection which type of occlusion will result, but when the contrast is
anall then the densities of the two air masses must be ccxnpared.
At present, soundings from ships at sea in the approaching air mass are seldom
available, in the following example it was necessary to use the soundings at Oakland,
-37-
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California* on two successive days when Oakland was In the two cold air messes
whc&a densities It was desirable to ctxspare* As pointed out by Holzman (7) the
Valve £ of an air mass being proportional to density may be compared with P, at
T T
the Sam elevation In another air mass and by so doing a comparlscm of the densities
of the two air craisses Is obtained. In the case of a cold frcait passage extending
to the surface the T or K( density) versus altitude curve for the cold air b»sb will
T
indicate greater valves of density at all levels ttisA a similar curve fcr tbe warm
(T) (B« Holzman - Monthly leather Review
air. Yol. 64 - December, 1936, Pages 400 - 414.)
Since cold fronts usually pass Oakland before reaching Southern California a
comparison of the density curves for Oakland after a cold front passage with San
I>lego> will determine whether the cold front will pass the Los Angeles region as
a surface front or as an upper cold frcmt. In cases where a stratus overcast and
drizzle condition exists In the Los Angeles region It may be very useful to deter-
mine whether or not an approaching cold front will have dense enough air behind
it at the surface to displace the air characterized by overcast and drizzle* In
Mae of an upper cold front passage some precipitation of a heavier type nay occur
but overcast and drizzle continues until either an offshcre gradient of pressure
develops or a displacement of the air present by a denser air c»ss occurs.
In case of a warm front passage the JP or K (density) curve for the warm air
T
will indicate at all levels less density than a similar curve for the cold air
under the warm fresit.
In case of a cold front type occlusic»i the £ vs altitude curve for the air
T
behind the cold front will indicate greater density at all levels than a similar
curve for the cold air under the warm frcait and the cold front will move along
the surface and not be forced aloft.
In case of a warm front type occlusion ttie P. vs altitude curves will cross
T
if the sounding in the air under the warm f ront goes high enou^ to penetrate the
warm front. This will show that the approaching cold air Is less dense than the
cold air, under the warm front but that it is moredense than the warm a(lr and will
therefore climb along the warm front surface as an upper cold front. This idea
-38-
Mty be carried furthsr* If ^ vs altitude eurvee plotted fcr two sueee&sive days
T
at the aaoe or nearby stations cross ahavins nore dense air at upper levels than
the air at upper levels than this la evidence of the passage of an upper cold
front.
The Bomlns veether nap Tor 1 Pebruery» 1937, eho^m an occlusion junt off the
•ashingtoiy Oregon and Ko^them Callfcrnla Ccmst with one PF air approaching nihlle
Cold KPC air could not be as ^>ld as the RFC air and therefox*e a warm frcmt type
oeelu&lon would occur* There Is sane evi^nce <^ an upper cold front In Washington
and Oregntt chiefly the sll^t differential In p^resaure at the surface is a means
of locating the mu^faee projection of the upper cold front.
The £ vs altltuilte curves for Oakland, California, for 1 February and fcr
T
Z February (figure) show the dhttraet<a>istic crossing; Indicative of the
of an upper cold front*
Vhi& crossing of the curves at approxioately 1800 aeters Indleates ttke
api»»oxlaate level of 1^ upper cold frcxit- Since this level Is above the elei^-
tlon of most of the aMXintain plateau the upper cold front becoews a surface cold
front over the ncuntains* The density curves for %lt Lake City, Utah, fcr 2 and
3 February, 1937, ahov denser air at the surface extending up to about flvt kilo*
asters* Above this level the curve for 3 February shows ttie air to be less dense*
This sinply a^uNTS VtWit at tills level the soumiing has encountered warmer and less
dense air over^running frcn the f^st* A com^^irison of the density curve for
Oakleoid for S February in the air under the upper c«ld front with the density
curve for Salt Lake City for 2 February in jSPPg air (fifenre/* } shows ttm Oakland
air to be denser lavel for level than the Selt Lake City air* tt^refore a surt'aee
frontal paaaftga will occur*
FFeeipitation has occurred in the fcPB of eoderate rain at Oakland and soderate
to li^t snow fell In the Bountains to the Bast, the precipitation being heaviest
in the vicinity of the upper front.
-39-
A little preclpltotlwi occurred as light anow In the aountelns Seat of Salt
lake City. Cheye«ne experienced no precipitation due largely to the effects of
subsidence in this region. Ssst of Cheyenne the frontal eysten vbs regenerwted
soasvhst.
On 3 February, Sast of tlie oountalns, s cold front vas forced Southwei'd by
the buildup of a wedgfi of high jr assure. « the upper air cross section akotch
for 3 February this shows up as a wedge of PC air at the grcund.














































Sa&t or the Bcxmtaine the fpont agelA bMOWw an upper oold front* The
ddnslty curves for ^^irfrdssboroy Va* for 3 end 4 F«bn»iry> 1937 , oross in Vh9
friHgupBOteristle ananor shoving xSbQ surfiBce air to be le^£ dense on 4 February
Umt on Z Falmmry i^ile ebove 1600 aeters the air ^CHiaent on 4 February 1b denser
then that atrnvs this level on the previcxis dsy*
the upper front beeoi^e very diffuse neer Shr€^veport» la. but ev«n there
the sane olmrecteristie m^tsaing of the density eurvea for before and after ^m
fmmm^ffi of en upper cold front occurs* in this o«^se» hovever, the t90 eunmi
lie praetleally sloi^ ee^ other froa ISOO oetere to 3300 setera ahoaing
ia<aetically no differenoe in demtity betwe^^n thaira levels*
In ttie fca^egoing wGae^les Gcundines befcav erf* cfter 1^ puuH^ of an upper
Sold fresit aere used to c^oe that an uppor cold front hed pasaiKl* To be t^C3*Quehly
«aaful thia aattwd voold ratjaire sisply a comparison of P vs altitude tttrves pre*
T
pared frcs aeBnding& an^irhere within the air aass behUd the cold front i^Seh is
oecludUng the vara cwetor of a eyelcne end free any a^cnre nt lo« levels in tha
•Old air Wider the aarti fl*ont* ^irce aost cyoltmes occlude to a great extent
before axrival at the Peelfio Coast it votild be highly desirable in oertrtin eases
to have soundings froe tf^ips in tiie approaci'.ing cold mas*
The soat eoaplex clood systeas ttmt aoeosimny varm front type oeelusiona oeour
during winter* In the initial a^Biga a belt of alto-emilus or «lto*strQ^ts» tmy
be noticed in advance of tbo miTtBX» shifty and t^ upper froit aey likesiM be
ireaeet; but as the cold eedci isxteeeds aloft there Ss e sudden thi^ening of th9
alto*8tz%tua» «id vithin one co* two hours aithout eny evidtone» vhataoaver fron
i^stsard * lying stati«is a noderate tmom eonditicm aajr devalt^* ^ streto<*<»asulu8
layer ssnerally vill foro beneath ^ia lowering end thiticening alto-stratus; and
as preeipitaticm e<Hitinues» a low atratoa deck eventually develops within the
surfaee sold air Basav liniting eeilinga to 600 * ISOO feet*
-41-
On th* surfeott anp th» indleetlomi of the upper odd front ere:
(1) A sllsht i»*8£aure trough which B»y not be noticeable linlees the front
is at eonperetlvely low levels*
(£) Oppoelng surface wlnde In hl^ level regions ehere the upper frcmt Is
elwM to or on the (ground*
(3) A zone of altO'Cunulue or alto^tratus 100 to 600 allea in adVBtnee t^
tiiu surface front i»y lead cme to suspect ttie presenee of an upper cold fr<mt
but thla can oc^ be taken as conclusive* 'Usually a ztjs^ of alto-cueftilua with
little 03* no Freclpitaticm will aark the advance of an upper cold front in
SfO'ing and Autuen* In SusBBer a aeries of high level thunderstorsa my serve
to locate theregion in which an upper front lies*
-4£-
Furt^r study <^ the factora governing varloas types tT preelpltatloa
trculd be gp^eatly assisted by extensive use dT the redio metearcgrs^p^i since
ftlrcreft are unable to r^ech the levels at which nany of the instability
types of |»racipitation ere foriMKi*
Certain typieal situations have been described #iich seen to be fairly
veil defined* "^ere are nany otl^rs, however » where a degree change in
tMq«iretU£<e or e grtkB per kilc^^n «2«ini^ in sDoeific humidity at a eriti<^l
Xavel say seen the differet^ee between precipitation or iu> precipitation,
between a thunderetorc of oi» type and another, or the difference between
precipitation as r&in or as snow*
It is seen that a saell errc»* in the ecisputetlon of or in the plotting
up of a acmnding nay cause nisleading conclusions to be nade* A aouiKlii^
my even be of negative value unless or» considers tl-te probable <d;enf;e8 in
the structure of the air c&ie to expected orograji^iea] effects, cmivergenee,
4iver^nce« frontal llftirig, trajectory of the air, etc*
In certain (»ae8 it would be hi^ly desirable to Yvuva n aeries of
soundings soade before, during, cmd after the fca>&aitic»i cf various types of
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